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     Whilst aligned 
with the national City 
of Sanctuary movement (leveraging its 
best practice and reach), we are entirely 
independent and non-political/religious, 
   believing everyone deserves dignified 
         and compassionate treatment.         and compassionate treatment.

                       Portsmouth City of Sanctuary (PCoS) 
                        is comprised of likeminded organisations, 
                         working together to offer safety and 
                          support to anyone fleeing violence and 
                         persecution, or who is seeking 
                          sanctuary.  A growing list of                           sanctuary.  A growing list of 165 
supporting organisations share a vision to raise 
awareness and address local issues of vulnerability and 
indignity, with inclusiveness, kindness and compassion.
 
An ambitious humanitarian charity, PCoS delivers a An ambitious humanitarian charity, PCoS delivers a 
practical welcome and ongoing support to Portsmouth 
migrants in particular.  We do what we do as motivated 
project leaders and volunteers to help some of our 
most at risk and disorientated community members.  
In 2021, these included asylum seekers dispersed to 
Portsmouth and Gosport, as well as refugee nurses 
now working voluntarily at QA Hospital. now working voluntarily at QA Hospital. 
 
The need for this support has been particularly 
acute during the pandemic, and PCoS's impact 
in our first year as a Charitable Incorporated 
Organisation (CIO) has been profound.  
As support services from other agencies 
have stopped, PCoS has demonstrably have stopped, PCoS has demonstrably 
ramped up and kicked off new initiatives, 
some for the first time in the city, and all in 
partnership.  We are justifiably excited for 
the future and the many clients we serve.

               We 
         launched in 
    2019 to help join 
     the dots and  
   promote existing 
    best practice in 
       Portsmouth.       Portsmouth.

       Participating statutory and non-statutory 
   organisations include Portsmouth’s major faith, 
community, veteran, education, health and arts 
    groups.

Haven women’s group



Shore clean up

Portsmouth is proud to offer safety to anyone who 
is seeking sanctuary. It matters not whether those 
in need have been here five days or five decades.

 

• With partners, helped launch and run Portsmouth’s 
   first referral drop-in for trafficked and abused 
   migrant women.  20 victims of modern slavery, FGM, 
   HBV and the city’s sex trade have been assisted 
   weekly from May 2021 within a safe, trusted ‘Haven’
  

• Volunteer-led new asylum seeker ‘Welcome Box’ 
   project (includes visiting all Portsmouth and Gosport 
   asylum properties, and supporting QA refugee nurses)
 

• Launched new city-centre multi-agency Refugee Hub 
   at St Luke’s in October, offering vital casework, 
   English classes, food, bikes and Baby Basics   English classes, food, bikes and Baby Basics

Continued...

Our summarised Charitable Objectives
 

1  To raise general awareness and action regarding the poor mental health, safety, English, knowledge, 
integration, accommodation, income, status, and other orientation issues faced by sanctuary seekers, 

refugees, asylum seekers, vulnerable migrants and their dependents
 

2  To advance the knowledge and co-ordinated social inclusion of sanctuary-seekers, to assist them 2  To advance the knowledge and co-ordinated social inclusion of sanctuary-seekers, to assist them 
in life and to adapt and integrate within a new community

3  To relieve poverty (many sanctuary-seekers have limited recourse to public funds), 
particularly by the provision of donated nappies, toiletries, food, and similar items

 

4  The promotion of equality and diversity, by the elimination of 4  The promotion of equality and diversity, by the elimination of 
discrimination on the grounds of age, status, race, sex, and 

sexual orientation
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• ‘Energise Me’ dance and football activities project 
 

• Local resident and refugee shore clean-up, 
   gardening and tree-planting ‘Action Asylum’ project 
   with partners, helping to improve integration and 
   English in the community
  

• Sponsorship of Spaces of Sanctuary; we anticipate 
   many SoS venues (schools, libraries, faith groups, 
   GP surgeries) with visible stickers located across the 
   city, providing immediate safety for anyone speaking 
   to a staff member
 

• Trained many volunteers, placement students and • Trained many volunteers, placement students and 
   interns, and supported FwB’s drop-in at All Saints
 

• Two PCoS trustees helped frame PCC’s agreed 2040 
   City Vision, and promote Third Party ‘hate-crime’ 
   Reporting Centres
 

• • Social media reach of over 13,000 
   Instagram users and a 34% increase 
   in followers over the last 6 months.

Christmas donations from Meon Jr School

Chair of Trustees: Malcolm Little
Trustees: Shamila Dhana, David Handley, Golam Chowdhury, Denise Callender

   PCoS would like to thank our many partners, supporters 
  and funders, including the Medaille Trust, VISTA, St Luke’s, 
CAP, the HIVE, UoP, Action Asylum, Baby Basics, Black Fund, 
Kenwood, Energise Me, Abri, PCC, Pompey FC, and Shaping 
 Portsmouth.  Further details can be found on our website:

– Dance class participant

"I have enjoyed coming here to learn new 
dances and talk to you and others.  We are 
laughing a lot and learning together.  I think 
maybe I can also teach you my dances?  When I 
leave here, I feel special.  I feel like a Queen."


